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Summary

The Langley Research Center has t)een investi-

gating tile critical technologies for developing ad-

vanced real aperture microwave radionmters suitable
for Earth science observations. A significant objec-
tive of this research is to enable microwave nleasure-

ments with adequate spatial resolutions for a nun>
bet of Earth science parameters, such as sea ice,

precipitation, soil moisture, sea surface temperature,

and wind speed over oceans. High-spatial-resohltion

microwave radiometer sensing from space with rea-
sonable swath widths and revisit times favor large

aperture systems. However, with traditional preci-

sion antenna design, the size requirements for such
systems are in conflict with the need to emphasize

small launch vehicles. For example, K-band obser-

vations of sea ice requires an antenna of approxi-

mately 4 m in diameter and antennas in the 20 to
30 m category will be needed for L-band measure-

ments of soil moisture in order to satisfy science

requirements for a resolution of 10 km from low Earth

orbit. This paper describes trade-offs between the

science requirements, basic operational parameters,
and expected sensor performance for selected satel-

lite radiometer concepts. The preliminary designs

of real aperture systems utilizing novel lightweight
compact-packaging techniques are used as a means

of demonstrating this technology. Radiometer sub-

system design and calibration as well as antenna

and feed design criteria and techniques required are
also presented. Preliminary results show that novel

designs and packaging techniques compatible with

small launch systems coupled with state-of-the-art
radiometer designs hold promise for high-resolution

Earth science measurement systems.

1. Introduction

Current operational technology is unable to ful-

fill key science needs in remote sensing from space.

For example, microwave measurements of sea ice, soil
moisture, salinity, and wind speed are not being ob-

tained at the required spatial Earth resolution. The

Low Earth Orbit Microwave Radiometry Vv'orkshop

held in Hampton, Virginia, September 22 24, 1992,
identified measurenlents of soil moisture at a resolu-

tion of 10 km as tile general science driver. Likewise,

measurenlents of salinity and sea ice arc significantly
short of the mark for science needs. Sensing of wind

speed by the Seasat and ERS-1 scatterometcrs has
been confined to resolutions front 25 to 50 kin.

Higher spatial resolution can be achiev(,d Ira-

dititmally by tu'oviding larger real apertures or by

the application of synthetic aperture (thinned ar-

ray) techniques. Thinned arrays remove mu('h of the

bulk of the antenna by using elements at careflflly

selected positions (related to a wavelength) and "fill-

ing in the antenna pattern" with computer processing
techniques. They are attractive for single frequen(:y

remote-sensing applications, such as soil moisture,
but increase ill complexity with added frequencies

and polarizations. Researchers at the Goddard Space

Flight Center (GSFC), the Jet Propulsion Lab()-

ratory (JPL), and the University of Massachusetts
have proposed using this concept in one- and two-

dimensional synthetic aperture systems such as the

Electronically Scanned Thinned Array Radiometer

(ESTAR). (See ref. 1.) A recent study at the Lang-
ley Re.search Center of a 1.4-GHz two-dimensional

ESTAR soil moisture radiometer required 20 880 cor-
relators and had a data rate of 448 kbps. The power

consulnption was estimated at 0.62 mW/eorrelator.

The 1992 state-of-the-art eorrelators using advanced

custom designed CMOS VLSI technology, devel-

oped by JPL for the EOS/MLS project, consume

47 mW/correlator (ref. 2), almost 2 orders of mag-
nitude higher. The weight of the correlators requires

similar improvement. Thus, the success of these sys-
tems seems to depend on future significant break-

throughs in the development of low-power and low-

weight correlators and receivers.

The radiometer technology that is employed in

real aperture pushbroom radiometer systems uti-

lizes significantly less complex electronic circuitry as

compared with the electronic subsystems required
for synthetic aperture radiometers. Traditional real

aperture system design utilizes a more mature tech-

nology. The Langley Research Center and other
NASA centers have designed radiometers utilizing

this technology since well before 1970. Pushbroom

concepts have been developed which allow multiple
simultaneous beams without electronic or mechanical

scanning (ref. 3). Real aperture reflector antenna sys-
tems can be used for simultaneous multiple frequen-

cies provided the surface size and roughness criteria
are met for both the upper and lower frequencies.
Radiometers can use direct detection receivers, which

allow simpler and less expensive systems, tlistori-

cally large antennas have not been enlployed ill many
st)ace apt)lications because of the substantial penalty

in associated physical weight and t)ackaging volume

required. To illustrate this point, the resoluti(m pro-
vided by relevant operational an(t I)lamled reln()t('-

sensing radiomelers is summarized in figm'e 1. Th(,

nlininlunl antenna (tianleler rc(tuire(t to achieve res-
()lutions from 25 to 1 km fr(ml an orbil of ,100 km

at an incidence angle ()f 50 ° is t)lotted as a func-
t,ion of fre(tuellcy. The frequenci(,s used 1o (t('lect

salinity and soil moisture, sea surface tenlperalure,



ocean wind speed, and sea ice are shown in this

plot. The antenna diameters are noted for the op-
erational Special Sensor Microwave/hnager (SSM/I)

(ref. 4), ESA Multifrequency Imaging Microwave

Radiometer (MIMR) (ref. 5), Advanced Microwave

Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) (ref. 6), and tile Trop-
ical Rain Mat)ping Mission (TRMM) Microwave Im-

ager (TMI) (ref. 7). The TMI uses the same antennas

as tile SSM/I. These missions all use mechanically
scanned radiometer reflectors, which limits tile max-

imum diameter, and hence, the resolution achievable.

Froin this figure, a soil moisture measurement at
1.4 GHz and a resolution of 10 km from an altitude of

400 km would require an antenna 45 times larger than

the SSM/I antenna. (See fig. 1.) Previous studies of

precision deployable, large aperture systems yielded
antennas with high areal density (5-10 kg/m 2) which

require significant portions of a shuttle bay to launch

(ref. 8). These results are clearly not in accord with

present emphasis on low-cost payloads suitable for
small expendable launch systems.

Recently, new novel designs for lightweight reflec-
tor systems have been developed by private indus-

try and have been studied for their application to

microwave radiometer remote-sensing systems. One
such system, the high accuracy reflector develop-

ment (HARD) system developed by TRW, Inc., con-

sists of hexagonal segments deployed and latched to-

gether by novel rotational/translational joints. TRW
has built a 5-m-diameter deployable ground test
model of this antenna with an overall surface accu-

racy of better than 0.23 mm (0.009 in.) rms. (See

fig. 2.) Lightweight graphite-epoxy panels approx-
imately 0.25 mm thick are supported at the edge

by hexagonal hoops made of graphite-epoxy tubes
approximately 2.5 cm in diameter. The prototype

consisted of seven hexagonal panels approximately

1.75 m across. (See ref. 9.) The stowed antenna

occupied a volmne 0.6 m high by 2 m in diameter.

Deployment was achieved by novel joints at one apex
of each panel which rotated the stack of panels into

each panel position and latched the bottom panel
into position. The prototype antenna was success-

fully tested at TRW for acoustics, vibration, deploy-

ment accuracy, and near-field antenna patterns at

60 GHz (results available upon request). The entire

assembly weighed less than 40 kg and overall surface

roughness was less than 0.23 mm (0.009 in.) rms.
Preliminary results with advanced panels at TRW in-

dicate that additional significant improvement in sur-

face accuracy can be achieved with a thin lightweight
solid panel refleclor.

A second systenl is a deployable inflatable struc-

ture to which a thin reflective layer is deposited to
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form a reflector, which is joined to a feed system

and spacecraft bus. (See fig. 3.) A 14.7-m model
using this system is being developed under the In-

Space Technology Experiment Program (IN-STEP)

(refs. 10 and 11) by L'Garde, Inc., and managed

by JPL. This IN-STEP program will determine the
reflector surface accuracy possible by using this an-

tenna concept in a space environment.

System studies of the application of these real

aperture antenna radiometer systems to Earth
remote-sensing missions is the subject of this paper.

The HARD system concept was applied to an ice and

precipitation imaging mission at 18.7 and 36.5 GHz,
where reflector surface precision requirements are

more stringent. The inflatable system is being ap-

plied to a soil moisture (1.4-GHz) mission where tol-
erances are greater. Companion sensors utilizing the

inflatable reflector measure sea surface temperature

(at 4.3 GHz), and wind speed (at 10.65 OHz). Re-

sulting system size, performance, and an assessment
of the feasibility are discussed.

2. Real Aperture Technology

The conical pushbroom concept, illustrated in
figure 4, provides high-resolution contiguous mea-
surements as simultaneous beams move across the

Earth's surface to cover a specified swath width. The

illustration in figure 4 is not drawn to scale. The
conical pushbroom satellite instrument in low Earth

orbit would produce simultaneous circular footprints

(-3-dB beam contours) at a beam incidence angle of

53 ° with respect to the surface normal of the spher-
ical Earth. The simultaneous beams are produced
in a circular arc in order to maintain the same inci-

dence angle for all beams. By maintaining the same

incidence angle, the software algorithms for inversion
of measured data are the same for each beam. Each

beam consists of dual orthogonal parallel and per-

pendicular polarizations with respect to the plane of
incidence. The circular footprints are achieved by

producing an elliptical beam from the antemm such
that its intersection with the surface of the Earth

forms a circle. The swath width is determined by the

size and number of simultaneous beams. The stag-

gering of tile beanl footprints, shown in fgure 4, is a

result of the antenna feed panel layout, as described
subsequently.

The antenna concept is shown ill figure 5. It con-

sists of an offset parabolic torus reflector with nml-

tiple feeds on a circular arc. The feed panel is illus-

trated in figure 6 and consists of individual planar
arrays of dual-polarized microstrip patch radiators.

Each feed array' is designed for proper ilhunination of

a portion of the parabolic torus in order to produce



thedesiredellipticalbeam.Lowsidelobesandlow
spilloverarerequiredin orderto achievemainbeam
efficiencyof 90percentor greater.A reflectoredge
ilhuninationtaperof -15 dB waschosenin orderto
producetile requiredlowsidelobcs.In addition, the

feed array, is designed with a tapered excitation in or-

der to reduce the feed array pattern sidelobes, with

a corresponding reduction in the reflector spillover
loss. With the feeds located in a row along a circu-

lar arc, the corresponding beams from the parabolic

torus are separated by two beamwidths; therefore, a

second row of Deds are located along a slightly dis-
placed arc and shifted, in order to produce bealns

which fill in the spaces between the previous arc of

beams. Because the two rows of feeds are on oppo-

site sides of the focal arc, a staggered arrangement of
footprints, as shown in figure 4, are produced. The

feed panel in figure 6 is for a single frequency. For ra-

diometer instruments requiring multiple frequencies,
additional rows of feeds can be added. A portion of

a feed panel layout for a three-frequency system, to

be discussed later, is illustrated in figure 7.

The parabolic torus reflector surface in figure 5 is

obtailmd by rotation of an offset portion of a parabola

about a tilted axis. This geometry is illustrated in
figure 8. The required angle of tilt (_ is deterlnined hy

a conlt)ination of the orbit altitude and the required

beam incidence angle at the surface of the spherical
Earth. For an incidence angle of 53 ° and an altitude

of 400 kin, the tilt angle is 48.7 °. The dist)lacelnent

/i' from the axis of rotation is specified for optimum

torus design. An approximate value for/_ can t)e ob-
tained froln F/(F + H) = 0.487 (ref. 12), where F

is the focal length of the parabola. The amount of

angular rotation of the parabola is dictated by the
desired swath width and, therefore, establishes the
total width of the retlector in that direction and the

arc length of the feed panel. The reflector aperture

height D determines the antenna beanlwi(lth in the

platte of incidence, and its specific size is a function of
the altitude, t)eam incidence angle, and footprint size

for a specific frequency. The ratio of focal length to

aperture height F/D is selected as 1.5 in order to re-
duce the reflector cross-polarization to an acceptable

level (i.e., -35 dB or lower). A broader beamwidth

orthogonal to the plane of incidence is necessary in
order to produce a circular foott)rint on the Earth's

surface; therefore, the effective illumination width of
the reflector in that direction will be less than D. For

an altitude of 400 km and incidence angle of 53 °, the

ratio of the t)eamwidths (and inversely the ratio of
reflector aperture illumination widths) is 1.65.

Each array' feed illustrated in figures 6 and 7 is

intended to be somewhat generic in the sense that it

represents a dual-polarized planar array with the de-
sired radiation characteristics for illumination of the

reflector at a specified frequency. Although an array

of series-fed square microstrip patches could provide
the desired ilhnnination with simultaneous vertical

and horizontal polarization while occupying a mini-

real volume, the specific detailed design has not been

completed. Such specifies as the sizing of individual

patches for proper excitation, array, element nmtual
interactions, feed line radiation, cross coupling be-

tween orthogonal polarizations require further study.

The simplicity and minimal packaging volume of the
single board configuration in figure 7 appears promis-

ing and warrants a more detailed design evaluation.

Should this configuration prove to lack the eapahil-

ity of meeting requirements, multiple board config-
urations which utilize corporate feed networks with

feed-through connections would offer alternative so-

lutions with their additional inherent complexities,

losses, and increased volume and weight.

3. Radiometer Technology

The radiometer technology employed in existing

spaceborne systems uses real aperture antenna tech-
nology. The existing and planned spaceborne ra-

diometer systems are mechanically scanned systems.

The highly successful spaceborne radiometer, the

Special Sensor Microwave/Imaging (SSM/I) for the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), is

a mechanically scanned total power radiometer. The

entire radiometer including the reflector, antenna
feeds, and radiometer electronics are mechanically ro-

tated at a constant rate of 30 rpm. The radiometer

scans the measurement scene approximately 140 ° out

of the 360 ° of one revolution; during the other 220 °,
the radiometer scans a hot target, and a cold sky tar-

get for calibration purposes. For this scenario, the
radiometer is calibrated every 2 sec. The frequent

calibrations allow the use of total power radiome-

ters for these syst.ems, which offer the best radiomet-

ric sensitivity for a given bandwidth and integration
titne.

The reflector sizes for mechanically scanned ra-

diometers are limited to approximately 2 m for sev-
eral reasons. First, an increase in the antenna size

results in a corresponding decrease in the resolu-
tion cell size. Since the satellite downlink velocity

is constant, the rotational velocity must be increased

to satisfy Nyquist sampling requirements in this di-

mension. Multiple beams downtrack could be used

to satisfy, this requirement but would increase the
radiometer complexity and cost. A second reason

is the requirement for momentum compensation to

keep the platform stable. The antenna diameter is a



controlsystemdriver;if eithertherotatingradiome-
ter or the momentumcompensationwheelshould
fail, the spacecraftcontrolsystemmustpreventthe
spacecraftfrom spinningout of controlwhile the
otherdeviceis powereddown. Thethird reasonis
thecomplexityof fitting anantennalargerthan2 m
in diameterinsidea shroudof a launchvehicleand
deployingit into properconfigurationand position
for mechanicallyscanningtheEarth'ssurface.

Futurespacemissionsplanto employtotalpower
radiometerwith directdetectionandnmchanically
scanningrealapertureantennasystems.SSMISon
futureDMSPsatellites,TMI on the TropicalRain
MappingMission(TRMM),theESAMultifrequency
ImagingMicrowaveRadiometer(MIMR), and the
JapaneseAdvancedMechanicallyScannedRadiome-
ter (AMSR)all employthisradiometertechnology.

An alternativesolutionto theproblemof obtain-
ing highspatial resolutionwithout anymechanical
scanningis a pushbroomradiometersystem. The
pushbroomtechniqueutilizessimultaneousmeasure-
mentsby fixedscannedmultiplebeams. The ra-
diometeris constantly observing the scene; therefore,

providing time for calibrations without mechanically

moving either the antenna or the feed to the calibra-

tion target is a significant problem. Frequent calibra-

tions are required because of the gain instabilities of
the radiometer receivers operating in a total power

mode. A radiometer technique employed successfully

in many airborne remote-sensing applications is that
of balanced Dicke noise injection. The gain insta-

bility problem is eliminated with classical feedback

techniques at a penalty of degrading the sensitivity

by a factor of 2 over that of an ideal radiometer.

The effect of short-term gain variations is elimi-

nated in a balanced Dicke radiometer because the sig-

nal (noise) levels when the radiometer is measuring

the antenna port and the reference load are identi-
cal. This balanced condition in the Dicke radiometer

is achieved by adding noise from an avalanche noise

diode Tinj to the received radiometric antenna tem-
perature Tant. This sum is added to the radiometer

receiver system noise temperature Tsys during one
half of the Dicke cycle. The avalanche noise diode

is operating at a constant power level and physical

temperature. The injected noise is controlled by a
PIN diode switch which injects a known noise level.

During the other half of the Dicke cycle, the radiome-

ter measures the noise from a precision load resis-
tance which is maintained at a constant and accu-

rately known physical temperature Tre f (=t=0.05°C). A

first-order, closed-loop feedback circuit with zero po-

sition error accurately adjusts the amount of injected

noise such that Tin j q- Tan t = Tre f. The accuracy of

a noise injection radiometer and the resultant cali-
bration requirements are a function of the stability

of the output power from the avalanche noise diode

with temporal and physical temperature variations.

Available test data (ref. 13) show temporal varia-
tions of +0.01 percent/hour and +0.1 percent/day

or +0.03 K/hour and +0.3 K/day, respectively, for

an injected noise level of 300 K. The variation with

physical temperature is 0.2 percent/°C, which is

0.6 K/°C. Physical temperature measurements of the
avalanche noise diode can be accomplished with an

accuracy of +0.05°C.

A real aperture pushbroom radiometer using a

noise injection balanced Dicke radiometer would re-

quire calibration at an interval from once per orbit to
once per day. Several schemes proposed to achieve

this calibration include interval calibration using a
cooled and a heated resistive load for the cold and hot

calibration points, respectively; moving a calibration

load in front of the feeds by mechanical means; mea-

suring known Earth scenes; or observing cold sky by
rotating tile spacecraft to deep space once per cali-

bration period.

A radiometer system design, based on the real

aperture pushbroom radiometer concept, has been

developed by the Langley Research Center to pro-

vide high-resolution radiometric measurements of

geophysical parameters from low Earth orbit. The
basic design of the radiometer receiver is shown in

figure 9. Recent advances in square law detectors
have enabled the use of direct detection at frequencies

greater than 50 GHz while still achieving tile strin-

gent detector linearity requirement for a precision ra-
diometric measurement. Direct detection allows the

elimination of the local oscillator and mixer and sig-

nificantly reduces power consumption. With MMIC

and other advanced technologies, receivers can be de-

signed which weigh between 2 to 2.5 lb and consume

only a few watts of power.

An additional advantage in the application of

pushbroom technology is that one receiver can be

electronically time-multiplexed between several

beams and have sufficient integration time per beam

to meet the radiometric sensitivity requirements.

Figure 10 shows a radiometer assembly in which eight
beams are multiplexed to one radiometer receiver.

The injected noise must be injected at the feeds of

the radiometric antenna, this is accomplished by us-

ing the noise module shown in figure 11. The power
output from one avalanche noise diode is sufficient

for feeding 16 radiometer channels. The noise source

module for the design shown in figure 12 feeds eight
noise modules. Each noise module simultaneously

feeds a separate vertical and horizontal polarization

4



multiplexer systmn. (See fig. 1{1.) \Vith this design,

tim vertical and horizontal radiation from each reso-

lution cell can bc measured simultalmously.

In order t.o test the perflwmance caI}abililies and

the compon{mt rcquir{'tncllts for such a si)acel}ol'nc

s.vst{!Iil, a pr{,t'ision radiolllOtli{: ill{_i}sllr{,lllOll( ]}l}}{)l'il-

tory is under deveh}pment at the Langley tlcsearch

Center aml will be operational in 1!194. A radiolllel{,r

with a frequency of 4.3 Gltz and using digital sig-

nal processing is tamer construction: this radiomct.er

will bc capable of operating in a total t){}w{'I" tIlo{tc,

an unl}alanced I)ickc mode, and a balanced Dicke

mode. Precise physical l{'Int)eratllr{? llleasllrelll{'nts

along with statistical data analysis techniques pro-

vide the capability to obtain n{'('ded data Oil gain in-

stabilities of low noise amplifiers, system noise tem-

perature variations within radiometer components,

and capabilities of new calibration techniques. One

of the first projects for this laboratory is the exten-

sive evaluation of the stability with time and tcmper-

atllre of avaIaIlChC Ilois{, diodes. This information is

needed in the design of calibration systems not only

for noise injection radiometers but also for correla-

tion radiometers used in synthetic aperture radiome-

ters an(t s(:attt_rolneters.

4. System Developlnent Studies

Abbreviated studies have been conducted at,

Langley to evaluate the requirements for remote-

sensing radiotnetcr systems employing, recently de-

veloped lightweight, la.rge real at)erture antenna

t.echnology. For the first study, an ice and precip-

itation imager/mapping system was conceived using

the TRW [lARD reflector at 18.7 and 36.5 (;Hz; at

these frequencies, the solid reflector panels were be-

lieved to be more suited to the reflector surfiu:{' pre-

cision requirements. This study was based to some

extent on a design task performed l W TRW to ex-

tend the design technology from a 7-fiwet systeln to

an irregular [)arabolic torus.

The second Stlldy ilSed th{! L'Gar{h' inflatable i-til-

t,cram with a radiometer designed to sense soil mois-

ture (1.4 CHz), where surface precision tolerances

were less stringent than for ice. Compaifion radiome-

ter sensors for this mission were designed for sea sur-

face temperature (4.3 GItz) and O{'O;/II wind speed

110.67 GHz).

The objective of the studies was to qmulti[v

the weixht and packaging r{,quircnwnts t,o sutticien!

depth t.o (hqerminc if the mission is omq}atibh' with

a lightweight launch vehicle. Some attention to cost

was also giv{m to SCOl)e whether the system cost is

within the target II.laxilIllllll system cost int:luding

launch vehicle of $10(} n fillion.

4.1. Ice Imaging Radiometer

System--Precision Panel Antenna

T{} {hml{mstrat{, the aI}I}licat}ility {}f the rval at}{'r-

t urc t{,{'hnoh}gy t{} spa{'{,-based ra{li{}met {'rs.vsl {'ms, a

{tesign study was l}erti}rm{'d for an ice and t}r{'{'it}ita-

tion imaging ra{li{)m('ier. The ic{,-sensin_ ra{li{)m('t{,r

uses fr{'quen{'i{,s {)f 18.7 anti 36.5 (;ltz and r{'(lui]'{,s

_-} l'{qt(_ct{}r W]l{IS{' Sllr[_.t{'{' t{}l{'ran{'{, is 0.165 llllll {}r

better (using A/511 as the criteria (ref. 1,1)).

Th{, syslem goals for this study w{'r{' s{'a i{'{' and

i}r{'cipitati{}n m{,asm{,m{,nts with a spatial r{,solution

of 5 km at 18.7 Gltz and 2.5 km at 36.5 Gttz. The

sI}ac{'craft altitu(h, was chosen to be 400 kin, th{' low-

est possit}le with a revisit tilne less tim]} 5 days and

without coiist/-tnt ret)oost. A conical i-trral}gClll{qlt

of 1}earns at an incid{m{'{, angle of 53 ° (s{qe{'ted t}y

the SSM/I scienc{' team t{} ol}timiz{' the m{'asure-

merit cat)ability) with both horizontal and vertical

polarizations was {:]]{}sen 1o enhan{'{, the scientific

return. The antemm beam efli{'ien{'y was sl}{'citi{,{l

as [}etttq" t.hall .{)5 percent and th{, ra{ti{mwtri{' ac-

cura{'y to be 1 K. \Vith th{' metho{ls {tes{'rib{,d in

section 2, a 4.3- by 8.2-111 tmrabolic torus antenna,

ttsing the tIARI) techn{}logy, was designed to t}r{}-

vide contiguous pushl}room radi{mwt{,r t}eams along

a swath width {}f 2{}{} kin. (See fig. 13.) A printed

circuit feed panel, as t}reviously descril}ed in sec-

t i{m 2, pr{}{hlces 40 beams across track at 18.7 GHz

an{1 80 Imams at 36.5 GIlz. l}oth with dual polar-

ization. The pusht}room radiometer system uses the

time-multiplexed noise injection balanced l)i{'ke ra-

diometer descril}ed previ{msly in s{,ction 3. Eight

}}OalllS aft! time-multiplexed into {me radiom{'t{w re-

c{qVel'. This requires 10 18.7-GItz radiom{'t{,rs and

20 36.5-GIIz ra{liometers.

The spact,craft packaging is shown in the lop

h'ft image in figm'e 14, which is shown in enlarged

size in figm'e 15. A Tam'us lamwh vehicle made by

Orbital Sciences Corporation (r{'f. 15) was found t,{}

have adequate {'ai)ability with margin to launch th{'

insirument, a bus, solar t}anels, and rcl}o{}st fuel. Th{,

st{}we{t refl{'ctor oc{:ut}ies a v{}lume 1.37 m in diameter

1)y 1.{}7 m high. The TR\V Lightsat Eagle bus

(ref. 16) is a{h'qual{' It} provide the necessary {ml}oard

l}OWtT ;tIl{l data services for the ra{liomet{,r/data

sysl{,m. The r{'sl of the {tcl)]{},wnenl scenario for

the system is shown in figure 14. On or]fit, the

main r{'flector is extende{t {m a boom al{mg with the

stack {}f hexag{mal l}an{,ls. Th{' c{}mt}h'le sta{'k {}f

i}anels is rotate{t into t}ositiou an{1 lhe h}w{'st t)an{,l

is t,h{ql translated down and lat{'he{t inl{} its plat'{'

{m the r{qhwtor surfiw{,. The panels are {h'ph}yed

in the s{'qu{'n{'(, identifi(,{t by th(" nllnlb('rs {}i! lh{'

panels. The feed b{}om and elements are det}h}ye{t.



Finally, conmmnications antennas and solar panels

(not shown) are deployed. The final (top left) image

in figure 14 shows the flllly deployed spacecraft.

Weights for the instrument, feed, and booms are
estimated to be 220 kg; the Taurus system launch

capability (635 kg at 400 kin) has an adequate nlargin

for tile l l4-kg Eagle-class bus, solar panels, and

reboost fuel. (See table I.) The power requirements
are estimated to be 275 W. Table I shows summaries

of the characteristics of the system.

Tile revisit time and the expected lifctime of tile

sensor satellite were calculated for this system by the
Former Space Station Freedom Office at the Langley

t/.esearch Center. The analyses were based on the

fully deployed configuration of figure 14, orbital al-

titude of 400 km, and a sun synchronous orbit with
an inclination of 97.07 ° . Because the objective of the

sensor was to measure ice, tile coverage above 50 °

latitude was sought. The calculated measurement

coverage for a revisit tilne of 3.54 days, shown in fig-
ure 16, shows small gaps between swaths. These gaps

could be filled in completely in 6.48 days.

The lifetime of the satellite in orbit was calcu-

lated for the design configuration. All masses were
multiplied by 1.25 in anticipation of future payload

growth. Results of these calculations (fig. 17) show

a lifetime of less than 100 days at an altitude of
400 kin. The mission can be extended significantly

by increasing orbit altitudes and scheduling the mis-

sion for minimum solar activity. Further increases in

lifetime require a trade-off of on-orbit attitude, which
can affect swath width, cell size, data reduction al-

gorithms, and other parameters.

In summary, there are some significant design as-

pects which need further study. First, orbit height

versus system drag/reboost fuel needs to be traded
off with the aperture size and resolution obtained.

Also, the adequacy of the structure to successfully

deploy and achieve surface tolerances necessary in
orbit needs to be verified, possibly in an IN-STEP ex-

periment. With these qualifications, this preliminary

study indicates this system has considerable promise
as a low-cost, lightweight remote sensor from space.

4.2. Soil Moisture Radiometer

System--Inflatable Antenna

A design study similar to that conducted for the
ice mapping nfission is currently being pursued which

capitalizes on two important technology programs

which were sponsored by tile NASA Office of Ad-

vanced Concepts and Technology (OACT); that is,
the technology development of nmltiple beam nli-

crowave radiometers and the ongoing IN-STEP in-

flatabh" antenna experimenl (IAE) (See ref. 11.) The
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system goals and prelinfinary weight and power es-

timates for this study are shown in table II. This
system would support the measurexnent from space

of soil moisture, sea surface temperature, and wind

speed using the pushbroonl concept illustrated in

figure 4.

Tile inflatable antenna concept study includes

multiple (pushbroom) beam radiometer sensors, an
inflatable reflector to achieve high spatial resolution,

and a carrier spacecraft. (See fig. 5.) A small carrier

spacecraft is being studied to house the radiometer
electronics and multiple 1)earn feed system and pro-

vide the container and inflation system for the de-

ployable reflector.

The deployment scenario, as shown in figure 18

for the inflatable antenna radiometer, starts with the

packaging of the 1.4-, 4.3-, and 10.65-GHz radiome-
ters; multiple beam feed system; and reflector into a
suitable carrier. Once in low Earth orbit at an al-

titude of 400 kin, the carrier is deployed. A start
command initiates opening of panels which allows

the deployment and inflation of struts and reflec-

tor. The inflation system provides nitrogen gas to
the struts, torus, and reflector canopy, which com-

prise the structural elements of the reflector system.
After the reflector has been deployed, an inflatable

strut will enable the deployment of the phased ar-

ray feed system for the reflector. Latches located on

the ends of the array feed panels will engage at the
end of the deployment sequence; therefore, the feed

positions are rigidized with the carrier package. The
struts attached to the carrier and the reflector will

maintain the proper location of the feed system in
the focal region of the reflector.

The primary subsystems that comprise the ra-
diometer system include the pushbroom microwave

radiometer (PBMR) sensor, the array feed, the in-

flatable reflector, and the inflation and control sub-

system. The PBMR will operate at 1.413, 4.3, and
10.65 GHz with conical multiple beams at an in-

cidence angle of 53 °, with measurenmnts at both

horizontal and vertical polarizations. Tile feed ar-
ray subsystem will consist of microstrip printed cir-

cuit elements on low dielectric constant, lightweight

foam substrates. (See fig. 7.) The inflatable reflec-

tor consists of a 27- by 36-m offset parabolic torus,
as described previously in tile real aperture technol-

ogy section. The inflation and control subsystem is

based on an extension of the IAE design with mod-

ifications due to the structural design changes such
as strut lengths and the offset parabolic torus reflec-

tor. The inflatable structure, inflation system, and

canister would borrow heavily fi'om the technologi-

cal inheritance fi'om tile ongoing IAE. The torus and



strutswill bepressurizedto about7000Pa(1 psi).
Theinflationsystemwill behousedinacanistersim-
ilar to theIAE system.

If tile surfaceaccuracydemonstrationin theIAE
provessuccessful,significantissueswill needto t)e
addressed.Theseincludetile requiredthickness(in
skin depths)of the metallizedreflectorsurfacein
ordert.omeetthe requiredlow lossperformanceat
1.4GHz,theamountofdraginorbit incurredbysuch
a largeantennaandits effectonorbital lifetimeand
requiredreboostcapability,andtheon-orbitpointing
accuracyandstabilityof theantenna/feedsystem.

5. Concluding Remarks
Thepresentstudiesindicatethat,byutilizingtwo

noveltechniquesto obtaina largespacebornereal
aperturereflector,pushbroomradiometersystems
can be developedthat providepassivemicrowave
remotesensingat spatialresolutionsof 1to 10kmof
soilmoisture,seasurfacetemperature,oceanwinds,
seaice,andprecipitationfromspace.Thesesystems
couldbelaunchedwith smallor mediumexpendable
launchvehicles,suchas a Taurusor a Titan II.
WhiLenodetailedanalysesof costsweremade,the
systemsconsideredhereinarebelievedto beon the
orderof $100million or less. TheHARD reflector
with its precisionpanelsand deploymentsystems

will mostlikelybeconsiderablymoreexpensivethan
theinflatablereflector.Theradiometersystemsand
feedsessentiallyusethesametechnology.

The technologyrequiredto designand fabricate
a spaceborneradiometersensorfor thesemissions
is rea(tilyavailable.The lightweightreal aperture
reflectortechnologyis nmchnewer,and develop-
mentssofar areencouraging.The ttARD technol-

ogy ha.s been fabricated anti ground based testing
has demonstrated this technology. In-space wMfica.-

tion of reflector surface accuracy would t)e a good

candidate for a HARD IN-STEP experiment. The
ongoing IAE IN-STEP experiment consists of the de-

ployment and surface accuracy measurement of an

inflatable antenna during a. shuttle mission. Addi-

tional trade studies are needed to optiinize space-
craft altitude/reboost tirol requirements versus re-
flector size and its associated Earth resolution cell

prior to a radiometer flight experiment. Other major

investigations required are the performance of ma-
terials for use as radiometer antenna reflectors and

the research on stability of avalanche noise diodes,

both of which are underway at the Langley Research
Center.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
August 8, 1994
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Table I. Ice Imaging Radiometer Characteristics

Instrument type .................. Multiplexed conical tmshbroonl
Radiometer type ................. Noise injection Dicke radiometer

Antenna ....................... 4.3- by 8.2-m parabolic torus

Feed ............................ Printed circuit array
Polarization ........................ Dual linear (H and V)

Incidence angle, deg ............................. 53

Frequency, GHz ........................... 18.7 and 36.5

Footprint size, km ........................... 5 and 2.5
Number of beams ........................... 40 and 80

Number of radiometers ........................ 10 and 20

Orbit altitude, km ............................. 400
Swath width, km .............................. 200

Revisit time, days .............................. 3 5

Instrument power, W ............................ 275

Instrument weight for
4- by 8-m faceted reflector, kg ....................... 92

0.2- by 1-m feed panel with integrated radiometers, kg ............. 92

Ancillary equipment weight for

Telescoping mast, kg ........................... 32
Small satellite bus (Eagle class), kg ..................... 114

Solar cells, kg .............................. 20

Reboost fuel (estimated), kg ........................ 250

Total weight, kg ............................ 600

Table II. Inflatable Antenna Radiometer Characteristics

Instrument type .................. Multiplexed conical pushbroom

Radiometer type ................. Noise injection Dicke radiometer

Antenna ....................... 27- by 36-m parabolic torus
Feed ............................ Printed circuit array

Polarization ........................ Dual linear (H and V)

Incidence angle, deg ............................. 53

Frequency, GHz ....................... 1.413, 4.3, and 10.65
Footprint size, km ......................... 10, 3.3, and 1.3

Number of beams ......................... 16, 48, and 128
Number of radiometers . . . . .................... 4, 12, and 32

Orbit altitude, km ............................. 400

Swath width, km .............................. 160

Instrument power, W ........................... _400
Instrument weight for--

Inflatable antenna system, kg ........................ 211

Feed assembly, kg ............................. 183

Radiometer assembly, kg .......................... 48
Cabling, kg ............................... 18

Total instrument weight, kg ....................... 460
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Figure 1. Required antenna diameter versus frequency for pushbroom radiometer at altitude of 400 km and
incidence angle of 50 ° . Typical sensor frequencies and current space radiometer systems are shown.

Figure 2. High accuracy reflector development (HARD) system, lightweight 5-m-diameter deployable prototype
model.
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Figttrc 7. Feed panel for three-frequency pushbroom ra(tiometer.
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Figure14.Deploymentscenariofor iceimagingradionmtcrsystem.
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Figure 15. Launch packaging of HARD reflector and support systems on Taurus vehicle.
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Figure 18. Deployment scenario for inflatable radiometer system.
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